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 Introduction 
 
 

Welcome to the A2 Music Course!   
  
This year will feel very different to your GCSE years as you will now have the 
opportunity to select where you wish you individual focus to be, particularly for 
composition and performance.  
 
You will find that our expectations become greater. We assume that you are 
capable of organising your time effectively and we assume that you will 
communicate any concerns or need for help, clarification or extra 1:1 time.  We 
will also assume that you will always meet deadlines.  
 
Our lesson routines remain unaltered. You will still receive lessons schedules 
that outline both the content of the lesson and the adjoining home learning and 
independent  learning tasks. 
 
Home Learning is set weekly, and for each area of the course namely:  
 Set works, Composition and Harmony. Of course this is also includes personal 
practice and you are welcome to use the music rooms in your PS / free periods 
with prior notice.  
 
Success will be yours if you can commit to regularly reviewing class notes, 
listening to the set works and ensuring that your file is organised and up to date. 
Make connections between what you perform and what you compose and 
analyse.  
 
Use this booklet well. It has important information in it that you will need to refer 
to. It is a working resource and will be used throughout the course. There will be 
separate published booklets for marking criteria and wider listening examples.  
 
Relish and enjoy the challenges of this course and continue to aspire to reach 
the very highest possible standards in all that you do. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Music Department  
 2020  
 

 



Equipment & Resources 
 

 You will need to have the following: 
 

• A lever arch file for your course - with dividers for : Set works; Composition & 
Course Booklet and Wider Listening Booklet.  

• You will be given a composition log book 
• Coloured pencils for annotating scores.  
 
Useful Websites: 
 
https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/edexcel-a-levels/music-
2016.html 
 
https://www.musictheory.net 
 
For all set works 
 
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/6fDbRXC9pVG55818xeGV9H?si=4-14-
HWeQySQgM3IsDm0Tw              
 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL5y6XDFHU4m5xRZYd4lb7ciK1JLf
r5NPe 
 
All set work scores and associated resources including wider listening are 
published separately.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/edexcel-a-levels/music-2016.html
https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/edexcel-a-levels/music-2016.html
https://www.musictheory.net/
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/6fDbRXC9pVG55818xeGV9H?si=4-14-HWeQySQgM3IsDm0Tw
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/6fDbRXC9pVG55818xeGV9H?si=4-14-HWeQySQgM3IsDm0Tw
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL5y6XDFHU4m5xRZYd4lb7ciK1JLfr5NPe
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL5y6XDFHU4m5xRZYd4lb7ciK1JLfr5NPe


Study Skills and Independent Learning  
 
After your class lessons, please get into the habit of: 
 
• Looking through your class notes and scores;  
• Make sure your score is always up to date with the correct, accurate markings. 
• Listen with the score, making play lists of your set works. 
• Always seek to listen to the piece before  the next lesson. Audio memory is 

vital! 
• Get into the habit of writing down where, when and what you need help with.  
• Check your spelling and grammar by reading aloud your work.  
• Complete your Harmony exercises, where possible, at the piano. Make sure 

that you check these by playing through them before handing them in.  
 
When answering all written questions, we will start by: 
 
• Using Bullet points to clarify the main salient musical features 
• Once these are understood, we turn each of these features into short. 

paragraphs and start to understand essay technique. 
• We then focus on introductions and conclusions. 
• We then practice under timed conditions. 
• Aide memoires fro Q5 and Q6 of the Exam paper are provided later in this 

booklet.  
 
 

Composition & Compositional Techniques 
 

• Please make sure that you are thoroughly acquainted with all keys - major and 
minor. 

• Please make sure that you understand how to layout SATB on a score.  
• Please make sure that you always play  your work - especially when completing 

chorales. 
Composition log books - are a running dialogue / feedback between student and 
teacher. 
 
 

Instrumental / Vocal Practice  
 

There is an assumption that you can already organise your time for this and that 
when you do practice, it is efficient, purposeful, regular and focused. 
We will include performance lessons in order to discuss performance 
expectations, communication and interpretation as well as to understand the 
marking criteria.  
 
 
 



Exams  & Performance Dates: 
 

Mock Exams : Spring Term 2021 - Listening & Appraising paper + composition  
Performance Mock Exams  - April 2021 
 
Mock Exam September 2021 
 
Final Year 13 recitals -  April 2022 (We will record both during the day and 
again in the evening. ) 
You are aiming for a recital of a minimum of 8 minutes in your A2 year. 
 
 
 Communicate - in advance - with your instrumental teachers about the 
requirements and dates for your performances.  
 
Composition - Both your Free Composition and Your Chorales have to be 
submitted to the Exam Board before May 15th 2022. 
 
 Please see details of requirements, found later in this booklet.  
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Content and Assessment Overview 
 

A Level  
Component 1: Performing 30%         60 Marks  

* A Public Performance of one or more pieces, performed as a recital 

*Total performance time is minimum of 8 minutes. 

*Performances must be recorded after   1 March   2022 

 

Component 2: Composing 30%           60 Marks 

*Total of 2 compositions, x1 to a brief set by the exam board and x1 free or a further piece set to a brief. 

*x1 Composition must be from either a list of briefs related to the Areas of Study, or a free composition carrying 40 marks 
for this component.  

*It must be at least 4 minutes in duration. 

*  x1 Composition must be from a list of briefs assessing compositional techniques, carrying 20 marks for this 
component. 

* Total time across both submissions must be a minimum of 6 minutes. 

 

Component 3: Appraising 40% 100 marks   Written exam: 2 Hours 

Section A: Areas of Study & Dictation   50 marks 

*3 Questions related to the set works - audio & skeleton score provided 

• 1 short melody / rhythm completion exercise. 

 

Section B: Extended Response 

* 2 Essays 

* Essay 1 - asks students to draw links from their study of set works to the music heard as an unfamiliar extract                                        
20 Marks 

*Essay 2    gives a choice of 3 questions that asks students to evaluate the musical elements, context and language of 
x1 set work    30 Marks 

* Each option will be from a different Area of study. 

 

A Level  60 Marks 
Free choice - 40 Marks  Techniques - 20 Marks 

Briefs relating to the Areas of Study:  

1. Vocal Music 1. Bach Chorales 

2. Instrumental Music 2. Two Part Counterpoint 

3. Music for Film 3. Arrangement 

4. Popular Music & Jazz 4. Remix 

5. Fusion  

6.New Directions  

OR  
Free Composition  
Minimum - 4 mins Minimum -2 min 

Total time across both pieces is a minimum of 6 minutes  



 

Areas Of Study Set Works 

Vocal Music                    *JS Bach Cantata 

 *Mozart - The Magic Flute 

                                       *V.Williams- On Wenlock  Edge 

Instrumental Music      *Vivaldi Concerto D min op3 

                                      *C.Schumann - Piano Trio Gm 

 *Berlioz - Symphonie Fantastique 

Music For Film            *R.Portman - The Duchess    (Transition work.) 

                        *D.Elfman - Batman Returns 

                                    * B. Herrmann   Psycho 

Pop & Jazz * C.Pine - Back in the Day 

                                    * K. Bush  Hounds of Love 

                                   * Beatles – Revolver 

Fusions * Debussy – Estampes 

 * Familia Valera Miranda,Cana Querna 

 *A. Shanker - Breathing Under Water 

New Directions *Cage Three dances for prepared Pianos 

 *Kajia Saariaho  Petals for cello & Live Electronics 

                                  *Stravinsky - The Rite of Spring 
 

In Year 12 we study two from each category, leaving the third for Year 13. This 
then allows are to recall and revise the whole category efficiently. 
 

Students will be required to demonstrate the ability to: 
 
Analyse and evaluate music in aural and written form using knowledge and 
understanding of musical elements, musical contexts and musical language to 
make critical judgments about: 
 
Set Works:  
Musical interpretation e.g. how a performer plays a piece or how a composer        
responds to a brief or stylistic understanding. 
Others’ work including unfamiliar music. 
Comment on music heard, showing understanding through genres, styles and 
traditions studied 
Apply practically, knowledge and understanding of: 
Specialist music, vocabulary and notation. Device musical elements, harmonic 
progressions, tonal relationships and musical structures. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Performance & Assessment Criteria 

Performance is assessed against AO1: Interpret musical ideas through 
performing, with technical and expressive control and an understanding of style 
and context.  

• ●  Performance assessment grid 1: Technical control – Technique 
assesses the students’ technical control of the instrument.  

• ●  Performance assessment grid 2: Technical control (Accuracy) and 
Expressive control (Fluency) assesses the students’ ability to use 
technical control to play the pieces accurately, and their ability to use 
expressive control to play the pieces fluently.  

• ●  Performance assessment grid 3: Expressive control, style and context 
assesses the students’ ability to communicate through the use of musical 
elements and interpret ideas with expressive control and an understanding 
of style and context.  

Performance assessment grid 1: Technical control – Technique  

These marks are awarded for the interpretation of musical ideas with technical 
control. In this grid, this is defined as control of the instrument, for example:  

• ●  coordination between the hands, or of the bow/fingers  
• ●  breath control  
• ●  diction  
• ●  pedalling  
• ●  registration  
• ●  intonation  
• ●  tone quality  
• ●  use of filters and effects  
• ●  control of musical sources.  

This will include making use of musical elements as appropriate to the 
requirements of the instrument(s) and piece performed. For ensemble 
performances, this grid assesses only the student’s individual control of 
their instrument.  

 

 

 

 

 



Composition  

There are 60 marks available for this assessment. Of these, there are 20 marks 
available for Briefs assessing technique compositions.  

Composition assessment grid 1: Creating and Developing Musical Ideas 
with Coherence  

Marks are awarded for the organisation of the music: the melodic construction, 
harmony and rhythm.  

Composition assessment grid 2: Creating and Developing Musical Ideas 
with Expressive Control  

Marks are awarded for the control of appropriate and expressive stylistic 
characteristics, idioms, conventions and procedures appropriate to the brief and 
for the awareness of occasion and audience, for example, characteristic 
cadential devices in the Bach chorale, the accurate capture of appropriate dance 
styles or the handling of the chosen style for the arrangement.  

 

Composition assessment grid 3: Creating and Developing Musical Ideas 
with Technical Control  

Marks are awarded for the handling of techniques appropriate to the brief 
chosen.  

In the Bach chorale and two-part counterpoint, the security of the part writing and 
handling of dissonance. In the arrangement task, the handling of the 
instrumentation and textures, and in the remix task, the handling of timbres, 
sound manipulation and procedures.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Composition assessment grid 4.1: Response to the brief – Bach Chorale  

 Bach Chorale  

Marks are awarded for the overall response to the brief in terms of creative 
response and development of the given stimulus.  

Creating and Developing Musical Ideas with Technical Control (AO2) 

 
Level 1  

       ●  Little evidence of development of, or a controlled response to, the stimulus  

         ●  Little evidence of melodic shape.  

Level 2  
          ●  An attempt at developing the stimulus but this is compromised by 
technical weaknesses.  
         ●  Lines are often angular and/or lack direction.  

 
Level 3  
         ●  Response to the stimulus is limited in places by missed opportunities or a 
formulaic and/or mechanical approach.  
        ●  Lines lack shape and/or contrast in parts.  

Level 4 

        ●  There is some creativity and fluency in the handling of the stimulus.  

         ●  Lines are mostly well shaped despite some minor misjudgements.  

Level 5 
         ●  The stimulus is harmonised with fluency and creativity.  
       ●  Lines are elegant and well shaped.  

 

 

 

 

 



Appraising  

Assessment information   

 ●  The exam is 2 hours.   ●  The exam is marked out of 100 marks   ●  There are 
two sections in the examination:  

Section A: 50 marks, four questions – three questions, based on extracts from 
the set works and one question on dictation  

Section B: 50 marks – one essay question on an unfamiliar piece of music and 
one essay chosen from three optional questions on a set work.  

●  Students must answer all questions, with the exception of Question 6 which 
will give a choice of three options, of which students must answer one.  

●  The paper will include multiple-choice, short open and extended writing 
questions.  

●  Each student will have a CD containing the extracts of music relating to the 
exam, and will be in control of listening to the extracts relating to each question.  

Section A  

Students will be assessed on their ability to identify aurally the key musical 
features in some of the set works from the areas of study. They should 
understand the context within which the set works were composed and their 
place within the area of study as a whole.  

Students will also be expected to express and justify opinions on the set work 
extracts and complete short musical dictation and staff notation questions.  

Section A will feature aural listening questions based with skeleton scores on set 
works from different areas of study. These questions will include short answer 
responses and some multiple choice questions. There will also be some dictation 
of pitch and rhythm in this section of the paper. The dictation will be from 
unfamiliar works that feature musical elements, language and contexts related to 
those in the set works.  

Section B  

Section B will feature two essays – Question 5 (20 marks) and Question 6 (30 
marks).  

Question 5 will be based on an unfamiliar work related to one of the set works 
and not taken from any of the wider listening pieces. The purpose of this question 



is for candidates to draw links from their study of the set works to the music 
heard as an unfamiliar extract. Audio will be provided for this question. No 
skeleton score will be provided for this question.  

Question 6 will be presented as one essay from a choice of three options, each 
from a different area of study. This question will ask students to evaluate music 
with reference to music elements, such as melody, structure and texture. No 
audio will be provided for this question. An illustrative excerpt of several pages of 
the score will be provided. However, students are expected to use their 
knowledge of the set work as a whole in their answer.  

Q5    Wider Listening - Tips! 
 

For each essay question, remember to : 
*Work through the elements.  
* Link back to the question 
* Try to give a wider listening example for each element, aiming for 3 - 4 per 

essay. 
* It will not matter if you use the same piece to illustrate two  different  points. 

* There are 3 pieces in each area that you study. There is an inbuilt timeline and 
ready made comparison between these pieces that you can use.  

 
Opening sentences/ introductions:  
Keep this short and always refer to the “aesthetic of the ……… period” and how it 
is reflected. e.g. The use of sonority, harmony and melody in this extract are 
related to the programmatic title…….   However, the aesthetic of the Romantic 
era is also reflected in this piece. or “ the aesthetic of Classical chamber music is 
also reflected in this piece” This will allow you to focus on the features that you 
know will be reflective of these genres / periods.  
 
E.g. Baroque = new music was very often written each week. Functional 
harmony, following the logic that was common in western art - predominantly 
Primary triads, discreet dissonance via suspensions etc  Melody - more intricate - 
ornamented to make for elaboration; fortspinnung - motifs are “ spun out” to 
generate the melody of the entire  
movement 
 
Classical = Age of Enlightenment - rationality and logic valued. Style = clear, 
balanced melodies and structures. Simplicity and elegance in harmony and 
melody. Piano used increasingly but with smaller range and softer tone. 
Orchestra dominated by strings. Woodwind used for colour and melody solos.  
Homophonic textures more common than polyphonic.  
 
Romantic = Emphasis on emotional intensity and inspiration. Use of literature, 
art, nature and philosophy for inspiration.   Nationalism - folk music uses to 
define culture. Exploration of tonality and harmony. Increasingly lager orchestras 



- piano now modified with greater range and sonorities. Dynamics and 
articulation are detailed and dynamics are intense and extreme.  
 
20th Century =  Without a dominant style but emphasis on exploration - the 
subconscious, the surreal, futurism and the contrasting Neo Classical style  
Melodies are often fragmented, dissonant and experimental. Depending on the 
form or style used, melodies could be based on scales from non-Western 
countries, chromatic scales, twelve-tone rows, or microtonal scales. 
Atonality, serialism, musique concrète and electronic music were all developed 
during this century. Jazz and folk music were important influences on many 
composers at this time. 
Emphasis on metre changes and rhythmic interest. 
 
Preparation: Try to recall 3-5 absolute landmark characteristics for each 
piece.   
This will make it easier to adapt and transfer to the unknown Q5 example. e.g:  
 
1) If you hear a Baroque choral piece:  
These are the features, so can be quoted and then those in blue, also used to 
further support your point. 
  Bach Cantus Firmus - the idea of one melody appearing throughout and with 
variation 
Berlioz -  idee fix; 
Stravinsky - the breaking down and reforming of melodic lines is a development  
Harmony: Functional - clearly defined perfect and imperfect cadences x1 
interrupted cadence; Neopolitan 6th / Dim 7th ; Pedals  
Vivaldi- also uses tonal schemes defined by cadences. Functional tonality = 
modulations. 
Circle of 5ths / pedals tierce de Picardie etc  
Berlioz - Functional harmony with a strong drive towards cadences ; Pedals; 
Dim7th 
Duchess -  Broadly functional; Pedal points ( developed to include internal 
pedals )  
Schumann -  Functional with clear cadences; Chromatic chords - neop 6; dim 
7th; pedals 
 

2) A symphonic extract from the late 19th or early 20th century: 
Berlioz-  Use of sonority - larger string sections;4 not 2 bassoons; use of  mutes; 
tremolo;doublings ( violin and flute to highlight idee fix ) hard drum sticks  
Stravinsky -  ranges from limited number of instruments through to full tutti. 
“dudki” ( wind ) section might be useful to quote. Tessituras; Tremolo; flutter 
tounging ; glissandi ; col legno; mutes; accents etc  Also metre changes  
Elfman  - additional forces - childrens choir, organ; synth; extended percussion- 
tremolo and flutter tonguing; mutes, glissandi voaclisation  
 

Use of leitmotif or long, lyrical themes. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atonality
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Serialism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Musique_concr%C3%A8te
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronic_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jazz
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Folk_music


Folk melodies - Stravinsky, Vaughn Williams ( even Debussy  - second piece is 
Andalusian melody)  
 
3) Chamber Music: how is the music distributed between instruments ? What is 

playing the theme? is it passed around the instruments? Harmony ? Tonality ? 
Dynamics ? 

Schumann - Instruments used conventionally e.g. Melody in violin or RH of 
piano 
Cello reinforces; Piano is often made up of broken chords maintaining a flow or is 
chordal. 
Vivaldi -  resonant exploitation of open strings at the start. Contrasts of forces 
plays an essential part throughout ( this is a characteristic of music for over a 
century before Vivaldi - quote Gabrielli and his cori sprezzati  = split choirs 
meaning he placed musicians / voices around the churches )  
Vaughn Williams -  piano sonorities owes a great deal to Debussy and Ravel; 
Use of strings - what is accompaniment? What is enhancing the text ( work 
painting) and how? 
Berlioz -  unusual use of harmony / tonality ( especially his use of pedals and 
use of first inversions) pedal = Ab ( tertiary relationship. ) 
 
4) A work with a particular influence evident e.g. Far East; Character; South 
America 
Always start by citing what you can hear and  then  link: 
Debussy - emphasis on colour and texture.  
Pedal to blend sonorities / washes of sounds  = resonance of the gongs from 
Gamelan and uni corda ( Pagodes)  pentatonic structures; whole tone; Slow 
harmonic rhythm 
Spanish  = a more brittle staccato articulation; habanera rhythm; Andalusian 
melody  
Familia Valera Miranda-  performing forces used.  Balanced phrasing; 
Anoushka Shanker -  vocalisation; ornamentation; use of modes/raga - slow 
harmonic rhythm  
 
 
5) A work for solo instrument: 
 Consider range; articualtion; effects; genre ; period etc  
 
Piano: - pedals; textures; range; articulation; structures ( fugal etc ) prepared 
piano dynamic range 
String : - double/ triple stoppings; open strings; range- glissandi;  harmonics, 
mutes tremolo etc 
Cage - preparation = insertion of mutes; distortion of sound; range of timbre from 
gong like to “dead” and dry 
Petals -  as above plus use of electronic effects.  
 

There are 3 works in each area that you study. There is an inbuilt timeline and 
ready made comparison between these pieces that you can use.  



 

 

 

 

 



A Level Music Essay Q6 
Aide Memoire 

 
 Examiners are looking for an informed overview not a detailed bar by bar 
analysis.  Think of it as, in effect - a very detailed programme note. As the reader 
you need to feel confident that the author totally understands the piece.  
 
 You are expected to show awareness and knowledge of: 
 
AOS 3  out of 10     Wider Context - the demonstration and application of 
musical knowledge e.g 
*       Influences 
*       Context of the actual work  
*       Resources used - expected  for the period or genre or not ?  
*       Links to other pieces - but specific links not just the name of a composer or 

work      
 
 AOS4    out of 20   Musical features               
*      Musical terms, vocab that support the highlighted elements asked for in the 

question.  
*      The use of analytical and appraising skills that lead to an evaluation and 

critical        judgement about the piece / work.  
 
Total / 30 - but it is  not a point = point way of marking.  It is an holistic level 
awarded.  
 
Always have a narrative running throughout the essay.  
E.g.       “How does Portman create a sense of tension and pain in the Duchess ? 
refer to Sonority, melody and harmony.” 
 
The Narrative will be the “tension and pain”  therefore you need to remember 
to refer to this throughout via the three  elements given.  
 
Introduction:   
  Much like writing a story - Set the scene.  
* What is the work ? Are the extracts studied part of a bigger work ? 
* What is the time period ? Are the resources used  conventional or unexpected? 
* What are the influences? What has the composer inherited that is relevant to 

this work ? 
 
Main body of the essay: 
Treat each element asked for in the title, as a separate paragraph. However, 
select the elements carefully. Consider the order you have them in, so that 
the essay flows logically.  
E.g.       “How does Portman create a sense of tension and pain in the Duchess ? 
refer to Sonority, melody and harmony.” 



Because sonority is a term that has a wide application, start with this as it will 
allow you to lead on more easily into the other  two. Melody usually happens as a 
result of the harmonic foundation so, discuss this second which leads on to 
melody. 

Para 1:  Sonority: 

Link:  Style :18century Pastiche - discuss what is conventional and what is not 
and why. This is the context of the film.  
Narrative : Tension and Pain :- discuss how the chosen sonority contributes to 
this. E,g, high tessitura; solo violin  feels personal and is therefore associated 
with the  Duchess character.  What effects are used ? tremolo/ pizz ? Range ? 
Combinations of instruments  
20th century film - how does she show this ? use of piano / harp  
Link: Wider Listening :  link the concept of a solo instrument to suggest lonely, 
heartache etc e.g.  Schindlers list  - John Williams - the use of modal melody and 
repetition of theme up the octave to create  a reinforcement of the emotion. 
“tugging “ at the heart strings.  
 
Para 2:   Harmony: 
 
Link: Style : 18th Century Pastiche :   diatonic; clear cadences; use of selected 
chromaticism ( aug chords and why - link to the plot )  All pieces are in related 
keys - much like an 18th century suite. 
Narrative: Tension and Pain:   chromaticism to add gentle dissonance and 
“unease” are there examples of parallel movement ? Is the 3rd of the chord 
absent anywhere? If so, because it keeps a sense of “ sparse and emptiness “ as 
the 3rd defines major or minor in a chord.  Harmonic rate of change ? Slow ? fast 
?  Pedals ?   Modality.  
Link: Wider Listening:   Any piece that has a similar harmonic rate of change 
for the same effect ......   state the piece and the result of this effect. ( you will 
have a Vaughn Williams and Debussy example to go here )  
 
Para 3:   Melody: 
 
Link: Style: 18th Century Pastiche:   regular phrases? Antecedent and 
consequent ? Periodic phrasing ? Any reference to triadic; scalic movement ? 
any Alberti Bass type figures ?  Use of Ostinati? Pedals?  
Narrative: Tension and Pain:    Use of intervallic leaps? Chromaticism. 
Modality. Range 
Link: Wider Listening:  as above for Schindlers List or any other relevant work  
that uses the above features in the same way and for the same effect.  
 
Conclusion:  
This is  not  a summing up of all that you have already said!  
Try to say something new: 



 
* Impact of this work on other composers. 
* Audiences reaction. 
* Has this work influenced anyone else and if so how? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Useful Musical Terms 

Word  
 

Definition  

Organisation of pitch 

(melodically and 

harmonically)  

‘Pitch’ refers how high or low a sound is  

Augmented 6th chord  
A chord containing the interval of an augmented 6th (e.g. A flat 

to F sharp in the chord A flat, C, E flat, F sharp)  

Cadence  

The chords that conclude a musical phrase (e.g. a perfect 

cadence with chords V‒I or an imperfect cadence with I (or 

other non-dominant chord) and V)  

Chord  The simultaneous sounding together of two or more notes  

Circle of fifths  

A chord progression where the root of each chord is a 5th lower 

(or a 4th higher) than its predecessor (e.g. in C major with 

chords of C F Bdim Em Am Dm G C). In practice, segments of 

the circle of 5ths (rather than complete circles) are often used  

 

Chord sequence  

 

A series of chords, usually repeated (e.g. in a 12-bar blues)  

Diminished 7th chord  

 

A chord consisting of three superimposed minor 3rds (e.g. C 

sharp, E, G, B flat)  

Drone  
Especially in non-classical genres, the extended sustaining or 

repeating of a note or a harmonic interval (notably a perfect 5th)  

 

Harmony  

Successions of chords (or sometimes refers to single chords)  

 

 
 

Melody  

A melody (or ‘melodic line’) is a succession of single sounds – most 

frequently an individual strand or part within a fuller musical texture. A 

melody is usually ‘tuneful’ or otherwise prominent or memorable  

Neapolitan 6th 

chord  

The first inversion of the triad on the flattened supertonic (usually in a 

minor key – as, for example, D, F, B flat in 

A minor)  

Ornamentation  
The process of elaborating or decorating musical material (particularly 

a melody). Includes conventional ornaments such as trills and turns  

Ostinato  A short musical pattern repeated throughout a section or complete piece  



Pedal (or Pedal 

point)  

A note (usually in the bass, and generally either the tonic or dominant 

of the key) which is sustained or repeated while chords change, often 

resulting in dissonance  

Riff  Similar to ostinato, but applied to popular styles of music  

Sequence  
Repetition of a melody (or an harmonic progression) but at different 

pitch level(s) rather than at the same pitch  

Theme  
A melody (or occasionally some other form of musical material) on 

which part or all of a piece is based  

Tonality  

The relationship of notes within a scale or mode to a principal note (the 

tonic or final). A wider term than key, but often used synonymously 

with it  

 

Atonal  

 

Absence of tonality or key  

Chromatic  
Chromatic notes are those progressing by semitones, especially to a 

tone having the same letter name, e.g. C to C sharp  

key  A form of tonality based on major and minor scales  

Major  Based on major scales, with a major 3rd between scale degrees 1 and 3  

 

Minor  

Based on minor scales, with a minor 3rd between scale degrees 1 and 3  

 

 
 

Modal  
Tonality based on modes (precursors of modern scales – of several types, 

each with a different series of tones and semitones)  

Modulation  Change of key  

Pentatonic  
Based on a five-note scale (often equivalent to scale degrees 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 of 

a major scale, or 1, 3, 4, 5, (flat) 7 of a minor scale)  

Form, 

structure  

The overall shape of a composition (e.g. binary, ternary, rondo). ‘Form’ 

and ‘structure’ are largely synonymous  

Arch form  
A form which is broadly symmetrical. In a sense ternary (ABA) is an arch 

form, but the term is normally applied to longer patterns such as ABCBA  

Da capo  
A da capo song or aria is ternary (ABA), the second A being signalled by 

the words ‘da capo’ (= ‘from the beginning’), with ‘Fine’ marking its end  

Fugue  

A contrapuntal piece for two or more instrumental or vocal parts, based on 

a theme (or ‘subject’) which is imitated at different pitches and in different 

key(s). ‘Fugue’ may be regarded as a type of texture rather than as a form  

Sonata form  

A large-scale form which evolved in the Classical period. It combines 

elements of binary form, and (in having exposition, development and 

recapitulation) ternary form  



Strophic  

A strophic song has the same (or very similar) music for each stanza of the 

poem being set. (A song in which some or all stanzas are set differently is 

‘through-composed’)  

Verse/chorus  

A common pattern in popular songs particularly. There are ‘verses’ (with 

different text but the same or similar music) and a ‘chorus’ repeated after 

some or all verses with recurring text, and usually a different melody 

and/or different scoring  

 

Sonority  

 

The nature and quality of musical sounds  

Articulation  

The degree to which a note is separated from the note that follows it 

(ranging from minimal (legato) to much greater (staccato or 

staccatissimo))  

 

Timbre  

 

The particular tone colour of an instrument or voice  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Texture  

 

 

 

 

The number of parts in a piece of music and how they relate to one 

another. Several types of texture are listed below  

 

Accompaniment  
Musical background to a principal part or parts (e.g. piano 

accompanying a solo singer)  

Fugue  See ‘Structure’  

Heterophony  
Where two or more parts play the same melodic line simultaneously, 

but there are small individual variations  

Homophony  
A widely-used type of texture consisting of a melody part and other 

subsidiary (accompanying) parts moving together  

Monophony  
Music in which only one note is heard at a time – a single melodic 

line  

Polyphony  

In one sense any texture with two or more parts, but commonly used 

as a synonym for ‘counterpoint’ where there are two or more 

simultaneous and largely independent melody lines  



Imitation  

Two or more parts share the same melodic idea (not necessarily in 

full, exactly or at the same pitch). Each new part enters separately, 

the preceding one continuing with shared or new material  

Tempo, metre and 

rhythm  

‘Tempo’ is the speed of the music. ‘Metre’, often indicated by a time 

signature, concerns the pattern and number of strong and weak beats 

(e.g. 2/4 metre has two crotchets per bar, the first ‘strong’, the second 

‘weak’).  

Additive rhythm  

Chiefly where bars consist of units of unequal length, either in an 

‘irregular’ metre such as 7/8, or in a ‘regular’ metre such as 4/4 with, 

for example, groups of 3, 3 and 2 quavers  

Cross rhythm  
Cross rhythm is the effect produced when two conflicting rhythms 

are heard together  

Dotted rhythm  

The term ‘dotted rhythm’ is usually applied to a pair of notes 

consisting of a dotted note and a shorter note (the two making up a 

complete beat or number of beats), or to several successive such 

pairs of notes  

 

Duration  

 

In rhythmic terms, the length of a note  

Polyrhythm  

 

Simultaneous use of two different metres (or two very different 

rhythms)  

Swung rhythm  

Two notes of the same value (usually quavers) are played with the 

first lengthened and the second correspondingly shortened (as often 

in jazz)  

 

Syncopation  
A ‘strong’ or stressed note occurs on a part of a bar or beat that 

would normally be ‘weak’ or unstressed  

Triplets  

Three notes of equal value taking the time normally occupied by 

two notes of the same written value (or by one undotted note of the 

next highest value)  

Dynamics  
The changes in volume of musical sound(s), and also the symbols 

used in a score to indicate volume (e.g. f and p)  

Other terms (performance, composition, presentation of scores)  

Backing track  
A recorded musical accompaniment, especially one for a soloist to 

play or sing along with  

Con sordini  With the use of a mute  

DJ performances  

D[isc] J[ockeys] use special musical performance techniques (e.g. 

use of multiple turntables, turntable scratching) that are acceptable 

under the scheme of assessment  



Double (verb)  

Doubling occurs where one performer consistently plays or sings 

the same notes as another – strictly speaking at the same octave, but 

duplication at the octave may be involved  

Flutter-tonguing  
Almost self-explanatory: wind players (especially flautists) produce 

a special ‘whirring’ effect by fluttering the tongue  

Forces  The instrument(s) and/or voice(s) that perform the music  

Graphic score  

Graphic scores, particularly used in experimental music, employ 

visual symbols of the composer’s choice instead of (or sometimes 

together with) the traditional musical symbols of staff notation  

Improvisation  

A piece composed as it is performed, although frequently based on 

a pre-conceived ‘stimulus’ such as a melodic theme or chord 

scheme  

 

Lead sheet  

 

An outline form of notation for popular styles of music, with the 

melody (in staff notation), lyrics, and chord symbols  

Live electro-acoustic 

sound diffusions  

Electro-acoustic music involves sounds not available from acoustic 

instruments, accessed via electronic technology. It may, however, 

be performed live via a sound diffusion system  

 

  

MIDI  

Acronym (Musical Instrument Digital Interface). A means whereby 

devices such as electronic musical instruments and computers can 

connect and communicate with one another  

Phrasing  

The correct observance of divisions between whole phrases and 

sometimes shorter groups of notes (often to accord with a composer’s 

phrase markings)  

Screenshot  

A recorded image from a computer screen – normally requiring some 

form of labelling or annotation if displaying the operations of 

sequencing software  

Sequenced 

compositions  

Compositions produced mainly or entirely via electronic sequencing 

software  

Solo  
A complete piece (or a section) for one player or singer with no 

accompaniment, or for one player or singer with accompaniment  

Sul ponticello  
A direction for stringed instruments to play with the bow kept near to 

or on the bridge  

Tab(lature)  
Notation other than staff notation with letters, numbers or other 

conventional signs – today used particularly by guitarists  

Tone quality  
The quality of a performer’s sound (which may be ‘rich’, ‘rounded’, 

‘thin’, etc.)  



Underscoring  

 

In films, the provision of music to accompany dialogue or visual scenes 

and emphasise moods and enhance atmosphere  

Vocal score  

 

For a work for voices and orchestra, a vocal score has the voice parts 

and a keyboard reduction of the orchestral part (the latter often 

annotated to give some indication of the scoring)  

 

Historical periods, styles and genres  

Aleatoric  

In aleatoric (or aleatory) music aspect(s) of composition normally under 

the composer’s control (e.g. aspects of pitch, rhythm or even form) are 

left to chance and/or to the choice of the performer(s)  

Ballade  
A type of virtuosic one-movement composition for piano pioneered by 

Chopin  

Baroque  Refers to music in the Western Classical Tradition from c1600 to c1750  

Bhangra  

Strictly relates to music and dance from the Punjab, but is also applied to 

some related styles of popular music that may show the influence of 

reggae and electronic dance music  

Cantata  
A work (sacred or secular, and particularly associated with the baroque 

period) in several movements for singer(s) and instruments  

Chorale  

A type of hymn traditionally sung in Lutheran churches in Germany. 

Harmonising chorale melodies has long been an academic discipline in 

music  

Classical 

(with upper-

case C)  

Refers to music in the Western Classical Tradition from c1750 to c1820  

classical 

(with lower-

case c)  

Describes music from the Western Classical Tradition generally 

(Baroque, Classical, Romantic, etc.)  

Electronic 

music  

Music produced by and for electronic musical instruments and other 

forms of electronic technology, including computers  

Expressionist  

Adjective describing an early 20th-century movement in the arts (chiefly 

in Austria and Germany). Expressionist music portrayed extravagant 

(often dark) emotional states, and is often associated with free atonality  

 

Fusion  

 

The blending of more than one musical style or culture to create a new 

‘fused’ sound (e.g. Afro-Cuban)  

Gamelan  
Term applied to Indonesian orchestras (largely consisting of gongs and 

metallophones) and to the music composed for them  

 



Jazz  

Originally a fusion of African and North American styles. A number of 

varieties of jazz have developed over time, including New Orleans, 

swing, bebop  

Lied  
Art song with German text, chiefly from the Romantic period. Plural: 

‘Lieder’  

Mélodie  
Art song with French text, composed chiefly from the mid- 19th century 

to the early 20th century  

Musical theatre  

Musical theatre integrates songs, spoken dialogue, acting, and dance, 

within a popular idiom. ‘Musicals’ are extended pieces of musical theatre 

from which favourite songs are often performed separately  

Oral tradition  Music learnt by listening and repeating, and passed on orally  

Oratorio  
A multi-movement work for soloists, choir and orchestra, on a religious 

text  

Programmatic 

music  

A type of art music (sometimes known as ‘programme music’) 

characteristic principally of the Romantic period, and generally for 

orchestra, in which the composer depicts a pre-conceived series of extra-

musical events or ideas. (The opposite of ‘absolute’ music, which is non-

representational)  

Rag  

(Or ‘raga’/’raag’.) In Indian classical music a melodic framework on 

which improvisations and compositions are based (not to be confused 

with ‘rag’ or ‘ragtime’ in Western music)  

Rock  
Emerged in the 1950s as ‘rock and roll’, and subsequently developed into 

a range of different popular styles  

Romantic  

 
Refers to music in the Western Classical Tradition from c1820 to c1900  

Serial(ist)  

In a serial composition the composer manipulates a set of notes (often all 

twelve notes of the chromatic scale) to establish thematic unity, within a 

piece, most commonly one without a clear sense of traditional tonality. 

The term originated in the early 20th century  

 

Sonata  

A composition for one or more solo instruments, usually in three or four 

movements  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


